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The nineteenth century was a time of religious turmoil. Not since the Reformation
had shades of belief and points of doctrine been the subject of such heated debate.
le was scarcely possible for middle-class young men not to be caught up by the
shifting currents of religious controversy in the 18405 and 1850s. In some ways
the experiences of Edward Burne-jones and William Morris offer a microcosm of
the fragmentation of religious consensus in the mid-century: an evangelical
upbringing, conversion to Anglo Carholicism, the lure of Rome, the attractions of
Christian Socialism, and, in Morris's case, doubt and ultimately loss of faith.
Accounts of their work and life often fail fully to consider the legacy of their
evangelical childhoods and their passionate Anglo-Catholicism as young men.
Morris himself played it down, no doubt feeling the incongruity of his aspirations
to the priesthood from his later perspective as a socialist. But for both men the
vivid religious experiences of their youth had a far-reaching effect on their later
lives which is worth examining in some detail.
Burne-Jones and Morris were born into evangelical families. The evangelical
movement had been instigated by John Wesley in the mid-eighteenth century and
had resulted in the founding of Methodism as a break-away movement from the
Church of England. By the early nineteenth century the fervent piety of the
evangelical movement also dominated the Anglican church and had penetrated
deep into the fabric of English life. Evangelicals appealed to the scriptures as the
source of religious authority, believed in justification by faith, and the power of
personal conscience. Most significant for the character of early Victorian private
and social life was the emphasis laid on personal morality and probity, on hard
work and the necessity for leading a serious, useful life. Evangelicalism could be
dour and pleasure-denying, laying strict prohibitions on any pastime that might
be regarded as frivolous and ungodly: card~playing, the theatre, novel-reading. Yet
it also formed some of the leading philanthropists and politicians of the century,
such as Lord Shaftesbury, who was responsible for the factory Acts, and William
Wilberforce, who dedicated himself to the abolition of slavery.
Mackail describes the religious background of Morris's childhood as the 'normal
type of a somewhat sterile Evangelicalism, which cursorily dismissed everything
outside itself as Popery on the one hand or Dissem on the other'.1 h was relatively
mild; novel~reading was nor frowned upon as it was in Burne-Jones's home.
Burne-Jones's upbringing was drab and circumscribed, although its sadness may
have owed more to the death of his mother than to the evangelicalism of his father.
Both Burne-Jones and Morris reacted against their religious upbringing. Morris
was disparaging of the 'rich establishment puritanism ... which even as a boy I
never rook to'l and claimed later that Puritanism was one of the two things he
hated most in the world «classicalism' was the other).3 Burne-Jones, too, could
not bear the narrowness, intolerance and the self-righteousness of the evangelical
frame of mind. In 1893 a van that appeared on the green at Rottingdean with 'all
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over it . . . printed in enormous letters THE LUTHER PROTESTANT VAN
established to MAINTAIN A PROTESTANT CHARACTER in the Church of
ENGLAND' made him feel 'quite sick'.4 He told Frances Homer the story of 'a
Samoan chief ... whom a missionary was bullying. Said the missionary: "But
have you, my dear sir, no conception of a deity?" Said the Samoan chief: "We
know that at night-time someone goes by amongst the trees. bur we never speak
of it." They dined on the Missionary the same day, but he tasted so nasty that
they gave up eating people ever after, so he did some good after all'.5 Burne-Janes's
dislike of proselytising evangelicalism and his sense of religion as the numinous
and ineffable are both expressed in this mordant little story, as well as his preference
for reticence about sacred things.
Georgiana Burne-Jones suggests that Burne-Jones was also repelled by 'the
barren ugliness of the Evangelical churches and their services' and the pomposity
of some of the preachers. 6 Burne-Jones told Rooke how much he had hated the
preaching at the Methodist chapel he used to anend with Georgiana when he was
courting her: 'They'd all say the same thing, though they thought they were being
original - not one had a second idea in his headj it was always "0 Lord we
approach thy footsrool with feelings of deepest humility" - ah - don't I know it!'?
Beresford Chapel, Walworth Road, where Burne-Jones had attended evangelical
services when visiting his aunt in London was remembered as that 'dreary Bethel'.8
Evangelicals favoured plainness of liturgy and church decoration, preferring to
emphasise the word of the gospel and the preaching of the word rather than the
sacraments. Burne-Jones found the formality and ritual of Catholicism far more
sympathetic and recalled how 'when I was litrle 1 was taken to a Catholic chapel
and saw how they did their service and snuffed up the odour of the incense. I used
to think what a pity it was all wicked'.9 A similar sympathy on the parr of Morris
is suggested by his short story of 1856, 'A Night in the Cathedral'. The first person
narrator, who somewhat resembles Morris, is greatly impressed' by the 'splendour
and pathos' of the Roman Catholic mass. ID
Evangelicalism could be, and was, rejected as a creed by many who nevertheless
remained ingrained with a belief in duty, conscience and hard work as immutable
tenets of a morally upright life, Ruskin is a notable example of this. So is George
Eliot. On Morris and Burne-Jones the evangelicalism of their youth also left its
imprint, Both men were extremely hard workers, Morris, of course, prodigiously
so, Burne·Jones never quite managed ro free himself from the evangelical sense of
sin and of life as a struggle between virtue and temptation: 'I have been a bad man
and am sorry for it, but not sorry enough to try to be a good one',ll Beneath his
surface frivolity he took life very seriously, as did Morris.
Burne-Jones's conversion to Anglo-Catholicism in his mid-teens came about in
part through attending services at Hereford Cathedral while staying with his
friends, the Caswells. The contrast between the small market-town of Hereford
and Bume-Jones's surroundings in the centre of Birmingham at the heart of a huge
industrial conurbation was profound. His home in Bennett's Hill was only a few
hundred yards from densely populated warrens of back-ta-backs where as many
as twenty families might share one privy and one tap. Little wonder that the beauty
of Hereford Cathedral, its quiet cloisters and precincts, and the nearby countryside
enchanted him. During the cathedral service he was in 'Paradise',12 For Morris,
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too, Anglo-Catholicism had a strong aesthetic appeal, both visually and musically.
As a child he had been enraptured by Canterbury Cathedral and his letters to his
sister Emma from Marlborough, where he first came into contact with the High
Church, are full of discussion of church music, archilecture and festivals. At
Oxford. the two friends joined the Plainsong Society and went to the daily
plainsong service as St Thomas's.
But there was more to the Oxford Movement than rirual, music, and Gothic
architecture; it 'was primarily a spiritual force, a quest for holiness through
self-denial and mortification of bodily and worldly appetites. Included in the
"ascetic motive" were strict notions of prayer. alms-giving, fasting, the ideal of
poverty, voluntary retirement, repentance and penance'.13 The Oxford Movement
had begun in 1833, when Newman, Pusey and Keble, all members of Oriel College,
Oxford, began the publication of the first Tracts for the Times, calling for a renewal
of the Catholic tradition within Anglicanism. They emphasised the medieval origins
of the established church and wanted to re-establish the sacraments as cemral to
Anglican worship. They sought to restore ritual and ceremony and to revive church
music and decoration, bur they also wamed the Anglican clergy cleared of dead
wood: of the idle, the worldly, the fox-hunting parsons. the younger sons who
succeeded to wealthy benefices where the work was done by a curate on a pittance.
It is symptomatic of a wider trend that for both Morris and Burne-Jones the
personal influence of an idealistic young clergyman was crucial. The passionate
whole-heartedness of the Oxford Movement was very attractive to earnest
young men, who in their turn converted others. In 1850 Morris's sister, Emma.
married a young High Church clergyman, the Rev Joseph Oldman. Then. after
Marlborough, where Morris first came in tOuch with the High Church, he was
rutored by the Rev F. B. Guy, whom Mackail describes as 'a High Churchman of
the best rype'.t4 He was a close friend of Dean Church who was involved in the
early days of the Oxford Movement. In later life Morris spoke of him in 'warmly
affectionate and appreciate terms'.15 In Hereford Burne-Jones met the recently
ordained Rev John Goss, who had been ar Oxford ar rhe height of rhe Oxford
Movement, and who probably introduced him to the published sermons of
Newman, its charismatic leader. These made a powerful impression on Burne-Jones
for whom Newman was. and to a large extent temained, a heroic figure. 'In an
age of sofas and cushions he taught me to be indifferent to comfort, and in an age
of materialism he taught me to venture all on the unseen ... he stands to me as
a great image or symbol of a man who never stOpped, and who put all this world's
life in one splendid venture ... with a glorious scorn of every thing that was nor
his dream'.16
In 1841 the publication of Newman's Tract XC, which attempted to interpret
the Thirty-Nine Articles in a Catholic light, had caused such offence that it was
the last of the series. Suspicions that Newman would be unable to remain within
the Church of England were confirmed with his resignation from his living at St.
Mary's in 1843 and then in 1845 by his secession to Rome. By the time Burne-Jones
arrived in Oxford in January 1853 Newman was in Birmingham serving as a
Roman Catholic priest at the Oratory, not far from Burne-Janes's family home.
With Newman's secession to Rome, the ranks of the Oxford Movement were in
disarray, and the evangelicals were in the ascendant.
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Burne-Janes arrived in Oxford expecting to find it still alive with the desire for
spiritual regeneration that he associated with Newman. Instead 'it was like a room
from which some one he loved had just gone out' and 'time alone could shew
whether he himself might not feel bound CO follow' Newman to Rome. l ; The
possibility of conversion to Catholicism was in Morris's mind, too, for BurneJanes later claimed that when he first knew him 'nothing would content him but
being a monk, and getting to Rome'.IS Their ardent Anglo-Catholicism and a sense
of Oxford as a hostile place bound them closely together.
By May 1853 Burne-Jones was planning to establish a religious brotherhood,
which, according to Ceorgiana Burne-Jones, was to be 'a small convenrual sociery
of cleric and lay members working in the heart of London'. When Morris came of
age in March of 1854, and inherited an income of £900 a year, he considered
using his fortune to found it. The idea was derived from the religious community
that Newman had established at Littlemore, near Oxford, in the early 18405.
Mackail notes that communities similar to the onc planned by Burne-Jones and
Morris 'had sprung up in other parrs of the country. Some seven years before,
Street, the great architect of the revived Gothic ... had been deeply engaged with
a scheme for the foundation of an institution, combining the characters of a college,
a monastery, and a workshop, for students of the theory and practice of religious
art.'19 Newman and mhers of the Oxford Movement 'set a Catholic value upon
celibate life'lo and favoured the revival of nunneries and monasteries. Burne-Jones's
brotherhood was also to be celibate. He had been deeply impressed by a visit to
Charnwood Monastery, now Mount St. Bernard, in 1851 and was attracted to the
monastic ideal. It may have offered an honourable means of escape from the
emotional complexities and sexual anxieties of adolescence, to which the death of
his mother after his birth probably added a further painful dimension.
In 1854 Robert Wilberforce, a prominenr member of the Oxford Movement,
whom Burne-Jones and Morris much admired, wenr over to Rome. They were
tempted to follow him. Burne·Jones was tortured by indecision. He 'went for
counsel to Newman's old friend and disciple, Charles Marriott, the learned
and saintly Vicar of St. Mary's. This interview gave some relief, but the
whole-hcarred, enthusiastic and unenquiring days were gone'.21 Burne-Jones
attempted a traditional remedy for heart-ache and despair: he tried to join the army
in order to go Out to the Crimea, but was turned down on grounds of iU-health.
By May 1855 Price rightly feared that 'Our monastery will come to nought ...
Morris has become questionable in doctrinal points, and Ted is too Catholic to be
ordained'.22 They at last gave up the idea of going into the church in favour of a
life devoted to art.
In the summer of 1855 Burne-Jones and Morris were reading Charles Kingsley's
Yeast (1848), which tells of Lancelo[ Smith, just down from university, an aimless,
depressed young man casting about for some kind of faith and role in life; Tregarva,
a devout gamekeeper, opens his eyes to the misery and degradation of rhe rural
poor and the necessity for social reform. The sub-plot, in which Lancelot's cousin
is lured into the grip of Rome by an unscrupulous priest, reveals Kingsley's
hysterical ami-Catholicism and must have been interesting reading for Burne-Jones
who had so nearly converted. The two young men found much to admire in the
Christian Socialism proposed by Kingsley, F. D. Maurice, and John Malcolm
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Ludlow in the early 1850s. The Christian Socialist stress on community
and brotherhood was very attractive, and the establishment of working class
associations in London had something in common with their own plans to found
a sealement in London. Burne-Jones thought that 'the Christian Socialists, if
Mauricc and Kingsley are fair examples, must be gloriou; fellows'.23 Morris said
later that at university he had been 'a good deal influenced by the works of Charles
Kingsley, and got into my head therefrom some socio-political ideas which would
have developed probably but for the attractions of art and poetry'.H In fact, by
early 1855, Christian Socialism as a coherent movement had collapsed. But one of
its fruits, the Working Men's College with Maurice as its first principal, remained,
and it was there that Burne-Jones went to catch a glimpse of Rossetti in January
1856.
Morris's mother was very disappointed by his rejection of the church and a
tinge of regret remained despite her pride in Morris's later success. "'Why, my
dear, he might have been a Bishop now!'" she exclaimed to May Morris once
with plaintive affection.2-5 The church did in a sense provide Morris and BurneJones with a living, although not in the way they had first anticipated, The firm
of Morris, Faulkner, Marshall and Company was launched on the wave of churchbuilding that rook place in the 1850s and 1860s and its goods were aimed at
the High Church market. Stained glass design provided Burne-Jones's breadand-butter work throughout his career. Both men understood that they were
working in an artistic tradition which was rooted in religious belief. The works
of Gothic architecture and much of the medieval craftsmanship that Morris so
much admired owed their vitality to the living faith of the builders and makers,
Morris placed the Hebrew Bible in thc category of works which he regarded as
'far more important than any literature. They are in no sense the work of
individuals, but have grown up from the very hearts of the people'.2 6 When Morris
read the family praycrs at his mother's home in Leyron, his young daughter, May,
noticed his sympathy with the language and rhythm of the Authorised Version:
'My father reads the Psalm of the day beautifully, as if he enjoyed it, but when he
comes to the prayer by a modern divine he delivers it with short decisive accents',27
Burne-Jones felt that he 'couldn't do without M.edieval Christianity, The central
idea of it and all it has gathered to itself made the Europe that I exist in. The
enthusiasm and devotion, the learning and the art, the humanity and Romance,
the self denial and splendid achievement ... all belong ro it' .28 It was the present-day
Church of England rhar he rejecred. 'Belong to the Church of England? Put your
head in a bag!'29 - was a comment that Rooke heard on more than one occasion.
After his time at Oxford, he did not often talk about religion, but a conversation
with Sebastian Evans in the 1890s recorded in the Memorials illustrates how deeply
he thought and felt about ir.!O He explains that art can be a religious activity for
through it God can be made manifest in the world. But he preferred nor to define
God or to be questioned too closely about his religious beliefs: 'I never doubt for
a moment the real presence of God, 1 should never debate about it any more than
I should argue about Beauty, and the things I most 10vc' J ! he wrote late in life. He
inclined towards mysticism. As he told Franccs Horner, 'there are only two sides
of Christianity for which I am fined by the spirit that designs in me the carol part
and the Mystical part')2
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Burne-Jones remained sympathetic to Catholicism, suggesting to Ruskin that 'we
ought to belong to a church that writes its gospels on gold and purple vellum,
every kind of purple that Tyre could devise, from indigo purple to rose purple let's go, on condition that the Pope makes a great fuss of us and sings himself, in
his finest cope')j In fact the fuss, the inevitable publicity and controversy that such
a conversion would have attracted, particularly after Burne-Jones became a
well-known artist, would have been a powerful deterrent to conversion. He hated
to be in the public eye. Nor is it easy to imagine him submitting to the discipline
of the Catholic church. He was a congenital non-joiner who never felt comfortable
as part of any association. As his remark about the Church of England implies,
he did not like to be told what to think or feel (for this reason he felt some sympathy
with the liberalism and intellectual openness of the Broad Church strand within
Anglicanism).34 There was also his wife to be considered. As the daughter of a
Wesleyan preacher, she had an evangelical background similar to that of BurneJones but in the Nonconformist tradition. Like him, she had given up formal
religious observance, hut she retained strong personal convictions. Her firm but
unostentatious faith remained coloured by the Methodism of her youth and as
Burne-Jones explained to Ruskin apropos his fantasy of going over to Rome:
'Georgie won't join us, needs reasons for things'.J5 Yet, as he grew older the pull
of his youthful beliefs grew more powerful. He had never forgotten his visit to
Charnwood Monastery as a sixteen-year old and 'in his later years often spoke of
the dream which had walked step by step with him ever since, of some day leaving
evety one and everything and entering its doors and closing them behind him'.J6
He dwelt tenderly on the hope of one day meeting the young mother he had never
known. J7
Morris's frame of mind at the time he abandoned his religious vocation and
exactly how he was 'questionable in doctrinal points' is also difficult to establish.
As Chadwick points out, in the 1850s three forces were challenging orthodox
doctrine: 'natural science, historical criticism, land] moral feeling ' .J8 Although
Darwin's The Origin of Species was nor published until 1859, much of the
geological evidence for a theory of evolution was already in the public domain.
Geology was undermining belief in Genesis as a literal account of creation and
there were attempts to explain the miracles in terms of natural causes. Meanwhile
German scholarship, most notoriously Strauss's Life of Jesus (1835), translated
into English by Mary Ann Evans liater George Eliot) in 1846, had for the first
time undertaken a critical examination of the Bible as though it were a myth rather
than history. For some it was the moral objection to the Christian doctrines of
eternal punishment and scapegoat-atOnement that was the most telling; they seemed
at odds with the concept of a just and loving God. it was for publicly throwing
doubt on the doctrine of everlasting hell-fire that F. D. Maurice was dismissed
from his professorship at King's College in 1853.
Between September 1854 and January 1855 Elizabeth Gaskell's novel, North
and South, was serialised in Household Words. In it Mr Hale resigns his living
and leaves the Anglican church because, for reasons that are never defined, he can
no longer subscribe to its articles. Gaskell described an experience that was typical
of its time. Subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles was the touchstone of Anglican
orthodoxy and was the more rigorously enforced because the church was felt to
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be under threat. In 1855 Benjamin Jowett of Balliol, the leading scholar of the new
German criticism, was forced to sign or face a charge of heresy before he was
allowed to take up his post as Professor of Greek. In the same year Morris wrote
to Price that 'I don't think even if I get through Greats that I shall take my B.A.,
because they won't allow you not CO sign the 39 articles unless you declare that
you are "extra Ecclesiam Anglicanam" which 1 am not, and don't intend to be,
and I won't sign the 39 Articles',39
In the end a change in the rules allowed Morris to take his degree without
subscribing. 40 Burne-Jones, on the other hand, left Oxford without taking his
degree. Clearly Morris had doubts of some kind, but did he suffer an out-and-out
crisis of faith? In October 1855 Burne-Jones told his cousin, Maria Choyce, that
it was reading French and German philosophy that had 'shivered the beliefs of one
lpresumably Morris] and palsied mine'.41 Two short stories published in the
Oxford and Cambridge Magazine in 1856 seem to throw further light on Morris's
State of mind. 'A Night in the Cathedral' is a horror story in which the narrator,
accidently shut in Amiens cathedral, is overwhelmed by a sense of terror and
alienation. At one point he has a vision of being in a huge, terrible space, which
at one time seems to be the cathedral, 'at another time vaster even than the earth
itself'. He feels himself to be in the presence of an 'awful cold beauty, inexpressibly
lovely, but with no love for me. It was as if some old friend had proved false, or
as if 1 had hitherto mistaken my own nature, and aimed at that which was too
high for me .. , I could see the beauty, but could not feel it - at least not as I had
felt it of old, when it was an unmixed delight to me'.42 Even more expressive of
ambivalence and despair is 'Lindenborg Pool' published a few months later. In a
story of time-travel that prefigures A Dream ofJohn Ball and News from Nowhere,
a first-person narrator is reflecting on a murder that he committed ten years ago
when he discovers that he is in the thirteenth century where he is a priest taking
the sacrament to a dying man at night. In this dream world, he is 'strangely double',
conscious of both his past and present selves. Similarly he knows that the face of
the evil baron he goes to succour will be the same as that of his murdered enemy.
He reaches a castle full of sinister, depraved revellers, including women dressed as
men. He attempts to minister to the baron, only to find that 'with a sound that
was half snarl and half grunt, with helpless body swathed in bed-clothes, a huge
swine that I had been shriving tore from me the Holy Wafer, deeply scoring my
hand as he did so with tusk and tooth',43 This is fiction, not autobiography, and
cannot be taken simply as reflecting Morris's own inner life. All the same, the
divided self who is both murderer and priest and the horrible revelation of the
bestial character of the communicant were extraordinary themes to be preoccupying
a man who had, as it were, just killed his own clerical ambitions. The story is
pervaded by a sense of sin, guilt, deception, and psychic dislocation.
These stories seem to suggest that Morris's decision to abandon his religious
vocation was accompanied by much mental turmoil and, perhaps, a strong sense
of failure and inadequacy, This need not have involved a toral loss of faith, for
although he did not want to sign the Thirty-nine Articles, neither did he want to
declare himself outside the Church of England. He was married at St. Michael's
parish church in Oxford, his children were christened, and he read the family
prayers at his mother's house. Morris's experience over the next twenty years or
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so may have been more of a slide into agnosticism and atheism, rather than an
out-and-out rupture with religious faith.
It was not until he became a socialist that it became necessary for him to state
his position. By no means all socialists were atheists, but blanket charges of godless
immorality wece commonly levelled against them. In the mid-1880s correspondents
such as Robert Thompson and William Allingham wanted to know where Morris
stood. 44 He would have preferred to keep clear of religious debate, feeling by now
that it was beside the point. He was tolerant of religious faith in orhers - 'we do
not want to interfere with the speculative belief of any man'45 - but he himself was
not interested in 'the metaphysical side of religion, or its mystical side ... I claim
... to be a practical person. I am not a philosopher, and could not if I would give
much time to contemplation'.46 However, in correspondence with Rev George
Bainron in 1888, he felt obliged to defend socialism against a charge of immorality
and, in doing so, to set our his view of Christianity. Following Marx, he sees it
as 'an historical phase through which the world of civilisation has passed, or, if
you will, is passing'.47 For him personally religion 'means a habit of responsibility
to something outside myself'.48 Elsewhere Morris describes it as a set of beliefs, <a
system of morality',49 that holds society together, not necessarily transcendental,
or spiritual, but certainly erhical. As he explained in the pages of Commonweal,
'Real Catholicism died with the Middle Ages: modern Catholicism is but a survival
from it'.so It is a spent force and when ir 'has been supplanted by one in which
Socialism is realised, will not rhe system of morality, the theory of life, be
all-embracing, and can it be orher rhan the Socialistic theory?'51 Socialism would
be in effect the new religion - as Morris so ohen referred to it - and the Christian
ethic would be absorbed into it.
He had some sympathy with the aims of Christian Socialism, which had been
revived as a movement in the 1880s, but otherwise contemporary Christianity was
a 'bundle of hypocrisies', 'moulded by the sordid commercialism of modern
capitalism'.52 He was incensed by the support that it gave to the class system and
to imperialism. As Chadwick points out, 'men of empire ascribed national greatness
ro rhe providence of God and Protestant faith '.s3 Morris was bitter in his
condemnation of this claim. He wrote scathingly of the view that 'the task of
civilising Africa is well worthy of Modern Christianity ... To save your soul and
your business at one stroke is certainly making the best of twO worlds'.54 For him
the British empire was an 'empire of commerce'55 and General Gordon, who died
in 1885 while trying to counter a nationalistic uprising in Sudan, was 'that most
dangerous tool of capitalistic oppression, the "God-fearing soldier",'56 In these
polemical wrirings Morris necessarily presented a black-and-whitc picture, but that
is no reason for supposing that these were not essentially his beliefs.
Burne-Jones shared Morris's anti-imperialism but nOt his socialism or atheism.
Much has been made of Burne-Jones's lack of sympathy with Morris's political
activism, but Morris's aggressive atheism and lack of sympathy with Burne-Jones's
mysticism and his Catholic leanings may also have been divisive. Yet it would be
too sweeping to say that nothing remained of Morris's youthful beliefs and
aspirations. In Morris's devotion to socialism one can see a continuation of the
moral seriousness and disinterested philanthropy of the best evangelicals. Although
the idea of the priesthood and the Anglo-Catholic settlement was abandoned in
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the mid 1850s, the idea of brotherhood and community were reinterpreted in
secular terms. The spirit of co-operation underpinned the establishment and work
of the firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Company; comradeship was the
key-note of Morris's Socialism. It is from the mouth of a. renegade priest that we
hear the moving speech on fellowship in A Dream ofJohn Ball and it is very much
Morris's own voice we hea r.
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